**WHY BALTO?**

**Driven with Milestone**

**Powered by Dell**

**Developed by Seneca**

**PRODUCT PORTFOLIO**

Balto by Seneca is a comprehensive product portfolio designed in collaboration with Milestone and Dell that provides an optimized customer experience. Endorsed and validated by Milestone, in partnership with Dell, Balto by Seneca is a purpose-built solution designed to support the demands of the security system integrator. This revolutionary new hardware line integrates Milestone’s XProtect software as well as Seneca’s innovative xConnect remote management and Maestro optimization platforms. Effortless to launch, easy to manage, backed by Seneca’s superior customer service and Dell’s warranty, Balto sets the new standard for physical security.

**BALTO EXPERIENCE**

**xCONNECT**

Seneca’s exclusive xConnect platform puts you in control of your security hardware. The xConnect server agent includes Milestone XProtect Event Server integration. Hardware alarms feed into the XProtect system, where Milestone event rules can be created to respond to relevant hardware alarms.

**maestro**

Maestro orchestrates configuration and setup to optimize the Balto solution for Milestone. We channeled years of value engineering into an intuitive dashboard that eliminates hundreds of keystrokes. You don’t even need an internet connection or data transfer from external drives.

**SBAR**

The Seneca Backup and Recovery Enterprise feature can capture a snapshot of your OS, apps, customizations and settings easily with three clicks, providing the flexibility to restore your systems to a factory image or from a snapshot all in one place.